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ABSTRACT:   This study attempted to explore varying activities of 
teachers provided to the English instructional for young learners. In 
particular it examined what activities teachers accommodate to 
scaffold young learners to maximize their capacity to acquire English 
as a foreign language. The participants were two Elementary English 
School Teachers in Cianjur.  Results reveal that the different events 
occurred in the classroom seemed to direct to three major 
categories. First, the various activities that were addressed based on 
children development, namely cognitive, social/emotional and 
physical development. Results also found that the various activities 
were aimed to children’s process of taking part in the lesson aimed 
to maintain behavior, give motivation, keep focus, and invite 
involvement. Finally, the results denoted that various activities were 
intended to keep the core activity remain constant. To keep the 
core target come into existence, the activities were given in form of
practicing activities, going away activities, and recalling activities. 
As recommendation, further study on teachers’ perception toward 
students’ development and characteristics is needed, besides it is 
beneficial to study with greater number of participants to support 
the data provided in this study. 

Key words: children development, learning experiences, classroom 
activities

Teaching children English as a foreign language in Indonesia 
is a challenging activity. It needs not only merely energetic teacher 
but also “understanding on young learners’ characteristics and 
development” Musthafa, 2010: 120). In addition, Linse (2005) argued 
that it is important for teacher to first become familiar with the 
students’ development and what students’ find interesting (p.8). 

The instructions that teachers deliver should be given in accordance 
with the development of the emotional, cognitive and physical 
condition that children bear (Linse, 2005: 5). By getting familiar with 
the children’s development and interest based on their emotional, 
cognitive and physic, the motivation and scaffolding to gain fun 
and effective teaching is possible to occur.

To be cognizant of the children’s development, teacher may 
devote her time by observing the children both inside and outside 
the classroom. By focusing on how children interact with their peers, 
friends, other teachers, caregivers, and parents, teacher can take a 
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conclusion on their emotional, social perspective, and cognitive 
development (Linse, 2005; 7). What the children do and with whom 
they interact, both become useful information not only for the 
teachers but also for parents. In addition, by knowing what the 
children can and cannot do inside and outside the classroom, 
teachers are able to provide more suitable learning experiences.

Linse (2005: 2-5) also added that based on her adaptation from 
McClellan and Katz (2001) on attributes of emotional/social 
development, she states child (1) is usually in a positive mood, (2) 
does not seem to be actually lonely, (3) shows interest in others, (4) 
has positive relationships with one or two peers, (5) display the 
capacity of humor, and (6) take turns fairly easily. These infer that a 
child is an active learning who is always ready to learn new thing 
parallel to their emotional/social capacity.

She added that second attribute relates cognitive development 
where a child (1) can follow one, two, three instruction, (2) 
understands the concept of symbols, (3) can make connection 
between abstract and concrete concepts, (4) can follow a 
sequence of events, and (5) can classify concrete pictures, objects, 
(6) is interested in academic content, (7) likes reading or being read, 
(8) can recognize pattern. This means that children have their own in 
understanding things around them. They can cultivate challenging 
new information by maximizing their cognitive competence.

The third attributes is physical development that cover fine motor 
and gross motor skills. A child can (1) demonstrate muscle control 
when using fat crayon, (2) demonstrate the muscle coordination 
necessary to throw or kick a ball, (3) skip, jump, hop, and move to 
music. This attributes show that children can do many things to fulfill 
their curiosity.  

Understanding the attributes on the children emotional, physical and 
cognitive development needs to be completed by understanding 
their characteristics proposed by experts such Gardner (1983, cited 
in Pinter 2006: 13) introduces what so called the eight multiple 
intelligences that enable child to react and do things in nature to 
his/her state of intelligence. Based on the intelligence that children 
have, it is not different from adult in terms of intelligence capacity. 
Yet, Brewster et.al (2003: 28) mentions eleven characteristics that 
differs children as young learners from adult. Some of them are 
depicted below.
a. Have a lot of physical energy and often need to be physically 

active,
b. Have a wide range of emotional needs,
c. Are emotionally excitable,
d. Are still developing literacy in their first language,
e. Learn more slowly and forget things quickly, 
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f. Get bored easily,
g. Can be easily distracted but also very enthusiastic. 

Observing the development and characteristics of children, teacher 
is demanded to provide learning activities that meet their character 
especially to cope with their boredom that comes easily. Even 
though, it is undeniable that some of the characters give positive 
advantages to teaching and learning such as their massive energy 
that allow teacher to stimulate their physical development in line 
with their emotional since they are very enthusiastic. In addition, 
another element that beneficial teacher is that they do not afraid of 
making mistake. Children consider all mistakes they do as part of 
their natural life.  It can be inferred that giving varied and 
challenged learning activities will enable the students to gain 
language acquisition as the teacher planned.   

There is another important characteristic of children in holistic sense 
when they engage in foreign language learning activities. One of 
them is like the concentration span. The children proved to have 
short concentration span (Mcllavin, 2010: 2) that makes them
significantly different from adult. On the contrary, it is admitted that 
children supported by a massive upsurge in testosterone levels that 
causes them to have high energy, even sometimes aggressive 
behavior (Biddulph, 1998 cited in Mcllavin, 2010). Unfortunately, this 
does not make children able to expand their concentration parallel 
to the energy they have. Their massive energy tend to demand 
varied activity so that they do not get bored.

Further, after some time it often happens that children look waning 
or show no enthusiasm to get involve in learning activities even 
though they still have lot energies in theirs. This is symptom that 
children have lost their enthusiasm to immerse in the classroom 
activities. This shows that “children get bored easily” (Brewster et. al. 
2003: 27) and the boredom dissolve when they are tuned on back to 
the activities which interest them. It is undeniable what Paul (2003: 
28) states that it is important to switch from one skill to another.  In 
other words, it is advisable not to force children to focus on one 
activity rely on teacher’s convenience. Time devoted to a certain 
activity is more meaningful when it is given based on the students’ 
enthusiasm.

The condition above seems to corner the teachers to be very 
creative in creating learning atmosphere so that Second Language 
Acquisition (SLA) in young learners can be gained by the help of the 
teacher as the knowledgeable person as Vygotsky’s tenet in his ZPD 
(Zone of Proximal Development) suggested. He argued that adult 
guidance or intervene may help the young learners to come SLA as 
teacher hoped. This is parallel to what Cameron (2001) stated that 
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activities given tuned on what students’ need in order to give 
scaffolding that adjust to students’ competence and development. 

Young learners need to be given chance to experience language 
learning that is appropriate with their characteristics. Which syllabus 
teachers choose, it is not a matter of right or wrong choice since it 
will relate to who the learners are. The main consideration that 
teachers should bear in mind is what activities that make students do 
not get bored and keep joining the learning activities without loosing 
their interest and it is in accordance with their attribute of 
development. As Bruner (1966b: 40-41 cited by Brown, 1994: 7) 
suggested that learning experiences is important as a predisposition 
toward learning. Then, it is inevitable for teacher to create a positive 
link between language instruction and understanding on young 
learner’s need. 

Referring to the children’s characteristics and developments, it is 
advisable that teachers provide language learning that involve their 
physical element. In line with this, Brown (1994: 57) stated that the 
physical development a child must considered carefully. Teachers 
offer various options of activities when they are developing lesson 
plan. Children are not easy to be asked to sit still and follow one 
activity in a long time. Paul (2003: 35) displays how the lesson 
deteriorated as the activities went too long or in other words time 
allocated for one activity is very crucial to be counted.

Lesson 1 Lesson 2
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Diagram Lesson 1 depicts that activities given in relatively short time 
it enables maintain the children’s motivation, behavior and focus on 
learning well.  On the contrary, diagram Lesson 2 shows that 
activities given in too long or expand in such a way, it loose its 
function to make children in focused and involved in language 
learning. It can be concluded that amount of time to be given in 
one activity and switch to another is important to gain students’ 
motivation, behavior, focus and involvement. This is in line with what 
admitted by Brewster (2003) that children get bored easily.

Further, another characteristic is children can be easily distracted. It 
implicates that their learning activities focus or concentration can 
diverse easily to unplanned activity that make them leave the core 
activity. Paul (2003: 34) stated that the children need a core step-by-
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step sequence. This is in line with the facts proposed by Brewster 
(2003: 28) that children learn more slowly and forget things easily. It 
infers that children need to be given events in a serial way so that 
they can see the pattern and feel the routine of the events. Paul 
(2003) added that the change in children’s focus happen with 
reasons.
a. Children have limited concentration span. Varying the focus of a 

lesson is the answer for this,
b. If children repeat the same pattern over and over again, the way 

they produce the language can become automatic. By going 
away from the core targets and returning to them, the children’s 
attitude to learning the core targets can remain fresh,

c. Each time children are distracted away from a core language 
target, and then come back to it, they will need to recall what 
they have learned. These repeated processes of “practicing-
going away-recalling” will help them internalize the core targets 
more deeply.

In addition, Paul (2003) advices that activities for changing focus 
away from the core activities should contain words and pattern that 
are as different as possible from those in the core activities. One 
example of activities for changing focus will probably oral activities, 
but as the learning processes progress, the review activities may 
come in oral, or involve more listening, reading or writing. 
One thing should be considered when giving a change focus 
activity is that the change focus activity is not more joyful and fun 
than the core activity. If it is, the children will not return easily to the 
core activity since the change focus activity interests them more.  

To sum up, it is important for teachers to judge how long a particular 
activity will be delivered to anticipate any decline in the children’s 
involvement. And move from one activity to another to make 
children engage in their learning experience. The more appropriate 
activities the teacher provided the bigger possibilities to flush with 
success the students get.  

Method
Qualitative method is applied in this study as it concerns with 
“presenting portrait captured in the setting in which the activities 
occurs” (Bailey, 2007:1).  In line with the nature of the qualitative 
method where the inquiry process is to understand social and 
human problem, formed with words, and conducted in natural 
setting (Hatch, 2002: 6) so that the method applied in this study is 
narrowed as a descriptive study and use “thick description” to 
elaborate what captured in the setting in highly detailed written 
accounts of what was captured in the field (Bailey: 2007: 137).
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The subject of this study involved two Primary English teachers. They 
were from SD Kristen Kabar Baik Cianjur and SD Islam Al-Azhar 
Cianjur. The students were observed 19 from SD Kristen Kabar Baik 
and 25 students from SD Islam Al-Azhar Cianjur. The two schools were 
chosen by purposive sampling. The consideration in deciding to pick 
those schools was based on the Annual School report documented 
in Educational Department of Cianjur Regency both schools have 
relatively equal quality in terms of students competence stated in 
their minimum criteria (Ka.Sie. Kurikulum Dinas Pendidikan Kab. 
Cianjur 2010).
Moreover, they were finally became the schools that willingly to 
open their doors to be studied as the other schools for some reasons 
refused to cooperate. 

In harmonious with the characteristic of young learner, this study aim 
to investigate how teacher vary their instructional activities to
scaffold young learners to maximize their capacity to acquire English 
as a foreign language.

Based on the aim the study above, the research question of this 
study is: What activities do teacher provide to scaffold young 
learners to maximize their capacity to acquire English as a foreign 
language?

Data was collected from May to April 2011. Included biweekly two 
hours allocated time observation to gain the understanding of the 
problem from the naturalistic setting. In doing the observation, the 
researcher has a role as a non-participant observer. In addition, 
interview with two Primary English teachers was carried to enrich the 
data and understand more on the teachers’ perspective on 
learning activities that they provide for young learners. And to assist 
the data collection, videotaping was taken to enable the 
observation on students’ activities more intense and done anytime.
  
Results
The analysis of the events occurred in the classroom revealed that 
the activities seemed to direct to three major categories. First, the 
various activities that were addressed based on children 
development. From the observation it seemed that in 252 minutes 
given in three different courses in the classroom, it can be identified 
46 events occurred, of which 27 events (59 percent) denoted 
cognitive activities, 11 events (24 percent) denoted physical 
activities, and 8 events (17 percent) denoted social activities.
Second, the various activities were aimed to children’s process of 
taking part in the lesson. They were in the form of 1) maintaining 
behavior, 2) giving motivation, 3) keeping focus, and 4) invite 
involvement. Third, various activities were intended to switch events. 
They were practicing activities, going away activities, and recalling 
activities.
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1. Various activities addressed to children development
The activities varied associated with young learners’ development. 
The activities were identified into three major subcategories. These 
subcategories in line with Linse’s (2005) children development 
attributes were as follows: 27 events (59 percent) denoted cognitive 
activities, 11 events (24 percent) denoted physical activities, and 8 
events (17 percent) denoted social activities. Each of these 
subcategories in turn discussed and provided with their examples of 
activities.

a. Cognitive Development
The most frequently activities occurred were that they seemed to be 
devoted to cognitive development (27 events or 59 percent). The 
form may come in repeating chunks, memorization word(s) and 
sentence(s). Another form of cognitive development appears in 
giving the children understanding on language grammar. Besides 
that to cultivate the children cognitive development, teacher 
sometimes directly asks the children to digest a concept. 
Even though the activity devoted to cognitive development may 
look backbreaking or causes the children to feel very tired because 
it needs a lot of effort to understand, but the way teacher tackles 
the class and provide appropriate scaffolding seems to responsible 
for the success of the whole activities.  
As example, to help young learners to remember the sentences in 
English, Teacher 1 (T1) delivered from 11.02 a.m to 11.12 a.m in her 
courses on Theme: Emotion. She awakes the children mind by 
inviting them to remember the lyrics of ‘If You Happy and You Know 
It”. T1 provides scaffolding the memorization process by presenting 
lyric of the song completely. As the sing started, she erases word by 
words randomly that forces the children to sing and remember the 
lyrics at the same time. The children find this activity fun as shown 
below.

(The teacher wrote the lyrics)
The students started to sing together. T1 erased one word from the lyrics 
written on the whiteboard. The students sighed and said, ‘aaa……’, but 
continued singing and ‘read’ the erased word. T1 erased the word 
gradually until there were no words left, the students sang relied on 
their memorized song and ‘read’ the blank whiteboard.

Another activity varied to make the students remember the target 
words. T1 directly said what she wanted from her students. This alert 
and alarm the students so that in the end they succeeded to fulfill 
the teaching goal.

T1 said, ‘I want you to memorize how to write the days and the 
months.’

On the other hand, Teacher 2 (T2) cultivated cognitive style by 
learning the theory of language. T2 introduced the concept of “how 
many” to ask number for countable noun. She devoted seven 
minutes to scaffold the children understand the concept of “how 
many in relation to countable and countable noun”.
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T2 said, “What is “how many” in Indonesian? The students replied, 
‘berapa banyak’. T2 continued, ’How many pencils are there?
Jawabannya adalah (the answer is) There are two pencils. Kenapa 
pencils ada –s-nya? Karena ada dua (Why pencils had –s? 
Because the pencils are two)

The activity that T1 asked her students to do and it is aimed to 
cognitive development is by asking her students to focus on what is 
written the whiteboard and rewrite what is written on it into their note 
book. This activity is given to help the students to remember the 
target words.

T1 wrote on the white board,’ There are seven days in a week, they 
are…… you write days in a week. She continued asking, ‘How many 
months in a year? A students replied,’ dua belas’ (twelve). She asked, 
‘What is dua belas in English?’. In chorus the students answered, 
‘Twelve’. And then she said,’ Now you write the days and the months in 
English, don’t forget to use capital letters’.  

Teaching aid plays important role in scaffolding children to make the 
children explore the lesson. Picture is one of the teaching aids that is 
easy to get but very attractive for children. T1 used pictures to help 
her students remember the name of the fruit being learned. The 
children enthusiastically and curiously want to know what the 
pictures are.

T1 asked, ’What is fruits in Indonesian?”  The students answered, ‘buah-
buahan’. She continued saying, ‘Name one by one fruits in 
Indonesian’. The students said, ’anggur, apel, mango, pisang’. She 
added, ‘ okay, I have many pictures, look at here, first, what is this? 
(She showed a picture of banana). The students uttered, “banana”.  
She continued showing a pineapple picture, “apa ini?” (What is this?). 
No one tried to guess the name of the fruit in English. She said,’ this is a 
pineapple.’

Finally, both teachers thought that rehearse or repeating words or 
sentences aloud help the students to remember the target words 
easily. Classically, the students spent 2 to 3 minutes to repeat what 
teachers said. As shown here.

T1 read the lyric and echoed by the students. T1 repeated reading the
lyrics when the students’ tongue got twisted.  At the end, T1 and the 
students read the sentences together.

b. Physical Development
The second most frequently cited activities were that events
involved the students’ muscles. There were 11 events captured or 24 
percent devoted for physical development of the young learners. 
The activities are varied from coloring, role playing and even 
dancing. 
T1 admitted that coloring was the activity that could make the 
students enjoyed the course fully. She gave 10 minutes to make the 
students focus on coordinating their muscles with sight and be 
creative in choosing color.

T1 walked from one desk to another to make sure that the students 
had the copied picture and the crayon. She said, ’You have 10 more 
minutes to finish coloring, and you may read the story book after this.’
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Another activity that employed energies was leaving the desk and 
played a role as an interviewer and interviewee. T1 asked her 
students to do role playing to know the feeling of others by creating 
interrogative sentences started by how do you feel.  T1 commanded 
the students to do role paying after they employ 17 minutes sitting
still on their chairs.

T1 instructed, ‘Try to interview five of your friends, and ask how they feel 
and write their answers in the book.’ The students stood happily, held 
the book, they hurriedly did what their teacher asked.

Finally, most of the students seemed to enjoy singing and made a 
movement in accordance with the lyrics. 

T1 initiated singing, ‘If you happy and you know it, clap your hands.’ 
She clapped her hands. All the students giggled and imitated what the 
teacher did. And the movements vary followed the lyrics.  

c. Social/Emotional Development
The third notable activities captured were to cultivate 
social/emotional children’s development such as interested in 
others. Ordinary thing may look interesting and important for 
children. As depicted below.

(10.10 a.m.) The students interviewed five of his/her classmates to know 
what their friends feel and wrote their answer on the book. A student 
came closer to the observer and tried to find out what the observer 
was doing. Another two students followed and they stood surrounded 
the observer to know what was the researcher doing and tried to get 
the researcher’s attention. 

Another activity that triggered the students emotionally when the 
teacher announced the mark each of the student’s got. Anyone 
who got good mark showed it by laughing and on the contrary who 
got lower mark put sad face immediately.

T1 checked and marked the students’ work. She announced the mark. 
Anyone who got 100 smiled and laughed happily.

2. Various activities aimed to children process of taking part in 
the lesson

The second major various activities were aimed to the children’s 
taking part in the instruction could be classified into four 
subcategories. Approximately 55 percent of the activities were 
dedicated for making the students focus on the course. The second 
variation of activities fell on involvement that consumed 28 percent 
of the whole activities, followed by 14 percent was given for giving 
motivation and 13 percent was allocated for behavior. 
a. Focus
The vast majority of the activities were used for making the students 
concentrate on the course. This seems to show that teacher knew if 
the span-concentration time of students are not too long. Teachers’
scaffold was in form of asking the students to imitate what they did
to make the students returned to the main activity she was giving as 
shown below.
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T1 invited the students’ attention by showing pictures that depicted 
emotion. She pronounced the words printed below the picture and 
said, ’Repeat after me, angry, hungry, sad, happy, and what’s this?’

The same pattern was also found in T2. When she noticed the 
students’ lost their enthusiasm on the course, she asked the students 
to focus on what she said and the students were asked to repeat 
what she said.

T2 said, “Let’s make a group based on Fruit’s name, say, you- orange, 
you-banana, and you- pineapple. Say it together orange, banana, 
pineapple, pineapple.” 

b. Behavior
The second cited varied activities were to maintain the students’ to 
behave according to teachers’ planned. Teachers seemed to feel 
comfortable if the students sat still in their chairs, did what they 
ordered, and made no noise. 

T2 showed printed pictures of fruits. One by one the pictures were 
shown to the students and name them. A student opened his shocks 
and had fun with them. His friend tried to grab the socks and laughed. 
The teacher said, ’siapa yang main kaos kaki? Ayo simpan (Who 
played with socks, don’t play with it).

T2 uttered many interjections of ‘sshh’ to make the students do not 
interrupt her story and behave, as follow.

T2 asked, ‘Do you want to hear a story?’ The students spontaneously 
responded “yes”. She started, ‘Once upon a time there was a woman.’ 
A student interrupted by saying, ‘wow…roti (bread)’. T2 said, ‘ssh, do 
you to listen to my story? The students said, ’yes’. She continued, ‘ok, 
ssh… it was in the dry season, ssh…’

Meanwhile, T1’s students who could not sit still after 17 minutes 
joining the lesson were reminded by the teacher not to wander 
around the class. She evoked or reminded the student by 
mentioning a series of activity he had to accomplish.

(10.00 a.m.)Three students stood up, and leaved their chair and walked 
here and there around the class. The teacher said, ‘Hey, return to your 
chair, finish your task, and collect it after you finish it.’

c. Motivation
The third captured activities were given to motivate the students 
mostly to actively do the task given.

Some of the students complain that they did not have the color they 
need. T2 said, ‘You can borrow it from your friend, and you can color 
your apple then, okay?’
T2 walked around the class to see whether the students know what to 
do and she gave some clue if the students did not understand

d. Involvement 
The last, varied activities made the students involve in the course 
totally. 

(10.43 a.m.) Almost all of the students excitedly wrote name of days 
and months. T1 called “J” to finish his work on time like his friends did.
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The teacher helped the student to ask help from peer and asked 
their peer to work together.

T1 said,’ now, find five friends, ask what they are feeling, and write 
what they said in your book.’

3. Various activities intended to remain the core activity constant
The activities captures in this study were generally given for gaining 
the goal of the course. The effect of this, teachers devoted 75 
percent of activity for practicing, 20 percent given for going away 
from the core activity, and 2 percent was for recalling activity. 
a. Practicing Activity
Most of the time was allocated for making the students acquire the 
goal of the course so that practice the new material got the most 
portions. Teachers gave practice dominantly;

(09.48 a.m) T1 began by showing pictures and asked the students to 
repeat the sight words she read. Two minutes after that she asked the 
students to practice the target words by circling the words that match 
her mimicked. Five minutes later after that, the students were asked to 
write down the nine target words next to the pictures given. Not long 
after that, the students were guided to use the target word in the 
spoken form by trying to interview their peers. 

The students practice the target words in various activities guided by 
the teachers.

(08.03 a.m.) T2 initiated by asking the students to see the pictures and 
name each picture according to its name. Four minutes after that the 
teacher used the new vocabularies on the spoken story. At 08.111 a.m. 
the students were asked to practice using the interrogative sentence 
combined with the new vocabularies.

b. Going Away Activity
The next 20 percent of time was given as a diverse activity where 
students going away from the core activity. The activities were 
mostly singing.

T2 noticed the disorder, she said, “Let’s make a group based on Fruit’s 
name, say, you- orange, you-banana, and you- pineapple. Say it 
together orange, banana, pineapple, pineapple. She asked, ‘where is 
apple?’. The students must respond,’ here I am, here I am,’. She 
changed the tone into song, she sang. And the students followed her.

Another similar activity that was addressed to make the students 
fresh was combining singing with physical movement.

One by one the students read and the rest were busy making 
backchanelling activities. T1 wrote the song lyric ‘If you happy and you 
know it clap your hands’. The students were asked to sing and move as 
the lyric said. 

c. Recalling Activity
The remaining time was provided for reinforcement on the course by 
giving a kind of recalling activity to make the students return to the 
core activity after they were given a going away activity.

Students on the first row sang the song followed by the second, the 
third and ended by the fourth row. After the singing time over, the 
teacher reminded that they still had 10 minutes to go.
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Discussions
The major issue of this study is to find out how to maximize the young 
learners’ capacity to acquire English as a foreign language by 
varying activities that appropriate with their emotional, cognitive 
and physical development as suggested by Linse (2005: 5).

Because of the small amount of observation time in this investigation, 
the results have very limited generalizability. In addition, the fact that 
the teachers as participants in this study were only two represent 
another major limitation of this investigation because the teachers 
who volunteered may have been the ones who favored to teach 
young learners and who were, therefore, predisposed to give 
instructional activity in varied ways to make learning activities fun 
and enjoyable. 

Nevertheless, these results do seem to suggest that the various 
activities may offer appropriate scaffolding to young learners. First, 
the various activities to gain core instructional objective may serve 
to enhance students’ learning of the teaching material. Of the 3 
observations in this study, emotional/social development, cognitive 
development, and physical development engage simultaneously to 
contribute to gaining the core activity considering the weaknesses 
of students have. Young learners who are given appropriate 
switching activity seems to get “profit from certain types of 
instruction”(Johnson, 2001:121)  

Second, varying activities appear to be teachers’ decision and 
feeling after they learned the act and response of the students to 
their instructional activity. For example, T1 switched her activity in less 
than five minutes to invite her students to immerse in the core 
activity. T1 also switched the core activity to filler activity by singing 
and asking students to do activity off-the desk and this caused the 
students involved in the off-desk activity and can in time the core 
target activity was gained subconsciously by them. T1 explained 
that the lesson should be mixed between activity that demands 
concentration like answering question and fun such as singing a 
song. Opposite to T1, T2 asked the students to involve the physical 
activity that employed the students’ with hands-on work like 
coloring. 
These finding appear to support my assumption that students may 
derive some of the benefit from switching activities as they 
implicated “to be easily distracted” (see Paul, 2003: 34). 

Third, the varying activities provide students with challenged and 
advantage exercise, activities that enable students to acquire 
language learning experience under scaffolding of knowledgeable 
people in this case is the teacher. Although some students indicated 
considerable active engagement with a similar activity for more 
than five minutes, this result seems less noteworthy because these 
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attribute (i.e. emotional/social, cognitive, psychomotoric) are likely 
to happen because the role of the teacher who are veteran 
teacher with profound experiences with young learners. However, it 
is worth noting that a learner like “J”  who is waning and show of 
losing enthusiasm easily to immerse in the learning activity, the 
teacher as the ‘knowledgeable people’ always provide help to take 
this student gain at least parallel acquirement as his friends do. This 
scaffolding given by teacher may be one aspect that should remain 
constant.
To support positive behavioral as direct scaffolding from teacher; T1 
for example, she believes the students in her class are mostly very 
active. The students consider the school is the place for them to play 
since the school equipped with vast playground area. The students 
love leaving the classroom to play football where they can not do 
that in their homes. She uses positive action to make the students 
stay in the core activity. Her utterance “this is listening time, use your
ear, shut your mouth”, causes the students to get back to listen and 
stop their backchanneling conversation with their peers. 

The last, the activity involve fine and gross motor skill seems to have
responsible for making the young learners expand their focus and 
concentration. Activity that involve  the coordination of muscle, 
concentration, precision to create a work in terms of colored-picture 
seems to have made most of the students subconsciously forget to 
complain nor leave their desk to distract other peers. However, the 
role of the teacher has great impact on this. Teachers’ cognizant to 
see the changing mood of the students drives the teachers to switch 
the activity immediately before the student strictly feel no 
enthusiasm to join the learning activity. For example, T2 who handles 
six and seven years old young learners tries to keep the class and the 
learning activity interest for the students, she provides copied picture 
to color. She admitted that coloring is one of the activities that 
students fond of doing and keep them busy. 

Conclusions
Varying activities in accordance with social/emotional, cognitive 
and physical development of the young learners help the young 
learners to maximize their learning capacity to acquire English as a 
foreign language subject to learn. It gives profit to young learners to 
release their massive energy through action and activity that lead 
them to gain language acquisition on their convenience. 

By noticing the differences on young learners’ development and 
characteristics, it is possible to understand the importance of multi-
activity and switch activity to maintain the interest of the learners. 
Limiting students to only one activity for each course seems 
disadvantage the mood of young learners.
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Students sometimes wane and show no enthusiasm to immerse in 
the learning activity. Varying appropriate activities throughout the 
course under guidance of knowledgeable people or teacher seems 
to scaffold the young learners to keep in each activity successfully. 

This study would seem to provide useful information about the 
potential benefits of giving varied activities to young learners. It 
suggests that teacher educators to be cognizant with the children 
attributes to provide appropriate events that enhance students’ 
involvement and learning. Further research is needed to provide 
further explanation of teachers’ perception on students’ 
development and characteristics in order to understand teacher’s 
heavy duties influenced their teaching practice. 

And it would be beneficial to do study with a greater number of 
participants. Further studies with greater numbers would go far in 
supporting the data provided here.
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Appendices 
Observation 1
Tuesday, March 29th. 2011  SD Kristen Kabar Baik Year 3
Topic: Feelings
Teacher 1 (T1)
Time Captured Activities Analyses

9.38

9.45

9.48

9.50

10.00

10.05

Teacher greets students and introduces 
a guest who will observe their English 
course session. The students look 
curious but they return their attention 
and focus to their teacher.

Teacher switches greeting as routine to 
song of “Hello, hello Good morning” 
and “Little Indian”. The students sit and 
sing energetically. 

Teacher invited children to observe 
pictures that show emotion, there were 
nine pictures and sight words that show 
feeling. The teacher used gesture and 
mimics to introduce the feelings and 
gave the example of how to 
pronounce the target words. Students 
reluctantly repeat what teacher said.

The teacher leaved the repeating 
session that is not interest children, she 
informs the students to hold their pencil 
and make circle on words while she is 
mimicking a feeling. The students got 
confused which word should be circled 
and asked neighbor what to do.

The students’ works were checked and 
marked. The marked was announced, 
anyone who got 100 laughed happily. 
Then teacher announced that the 
students had 5 minutes to write nine 
feelings on the left side of their book 
next to the pictures.

Three students leaved their chair and 
walked here and there around the 

Curious is one of 
social attribute 
where “students 
show interest in 
others. 

Teacher takes 
advantage from 
students’ positive 
mood to start the 
lesson.

Teacher as the 
knowledgeable 
person help to 
internalize 
concept of 
emotion by using 
gesture 

The children shows 
interest in 
academic 
content and they 
use peer as the 
source of help

Cognitively the 
students know the 
meaning of 
number in grading 
abilities.

After 22 minutes, 
these three 
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10.08

10.10

10.30

10.33

10.40

class. The teacher reminded them to 
finish their task and collected if it was 
done.

Collect their works to teacher’s desk.

Student interviewed five of his/her 
classmate to know what their friends 
feel and wrote their answer in 
sentences. At the same time, teacher 
checked student’s work. A child came 
to the observer and he tried to make 
himself captured by the camera lens. 
Two children followed him, and they 
stood around the observer curious 
what pictures had been caught in the 
camera. 

Students were reminded to return to 
their chair since none of them sit. They 
gathered near the observer. Then they 
sat after their teacher told them to. The 
teacher informed that one of the 
students had to read at the front.

One by one student read, and the rest 
got busy with their own activity like 
walking, talking, drinking, leaving their 
desk and got round the observer to see 
what the observer do with the camera. 

The teacher wrote song lyric “If you 
happy and you know it”. A student 
commented that he had known the 
song in his Monday School. Teacher 
gave example how to pronounce the 
lyric. The students pronounced the 
lyrics in doubt and hesitation and tried 
to imitate their teacher. The teacher 
pronounced the lyric by its chunk, and 

students shows the 
need of distracted 
a bit away from 
the core activity.

Interviewing 
causes the 
students to use 
their energies as 
they walk here
and there around 
the class. the 
activity helped 
students changing 
focus and keep 
their interest on 
the learning 
process

Demonstrate that 
students have 
high interest in 
finding out what 
one is doing in 
their class.

Teacher tries to 
make the students 
return to the core 
activity and it is 
not easy since the 
camera of guest 
arise their curiosity.
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10.49

11.02

11. 12

11. 17

the students could follow it easily. 

Read the lyric together, and repeated 
the lyric when students tongue got 
twisted. Not long after that teacher 
asked them to sing. The students found
it hard to pronounce “if you happy and 
you know it, and you really want to 
show it”, together the teacher and 
students repeated that sentence.  

Start to sing together. The teacher 
erased one word from the sentence 
written on the board. The students 
sighed and said ‘aaa…….oh no’ but 
continued singing and “read” the 
erased word. Teacher erased the word 
gradually until there was no sentence 
left. They sang relied on their 
memorization song.

Students on the first row sang the song 
followed by the second, the third and 
finally ended by the fourth row. One of 
the students asked to leave the class. 
Teacher reminded the students that 
they still had 10 minutes to go. The 
teacher asked all girls to come forward 
and sang the song. Meanwhile the 
boys, who were asked to listen, leaved 
the desk and got round the observer. 
They leaved the observer after the 
teacher asked them to sing at the 
front.

Teacher gave homework to the 
students. 

The teacher acts 
as caregiver who 
assists students 
anytime they face 
a problem and 
offer help.

Students can 
easily remember 
the lyrics shows 
that appropriate 
scaffolding play 
great important 
role.

Students are able 
to follow complex 
instruction.

Observation 2
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Sunday, April 4th, 2011              SD Islam Al-Azhar  Year 1
Topic: Fruits
Teacher 2 (T2)
Time Captured Activities Analyses 
07.50

07.55

08.03

08.07

Greeting. Teacher and students sat on 
the mat. Teacher asked what they 
learnt yesterday. A student tried to 
answer. She murmured, “time”. Then 
the teacher informed that they would 
study many kinds of fruit, color and had 
drawing at the end of the lesson.

The students seemed not too 
enthusiastic, so that the teacher asked 
them to sing “Hello my friend”. After the 
song was done, the teacher wrote 
“identifying fruit” on the whiteboard. 
She asked “apa itu fruit?’ the students 
responded in chorus “buah-buahan”.
The teacher asked students to mention 
fruits. The students named fruits that 
they had already known in English. The 
students opened their cross-legged 
and made a move. The teacher said, 
“ssshhhhh” when she noticed the 
students about to leave the row.

Teacher showed printed pictures of 
fruits. She introduced what she called 
“fruit salad”. One by one picture was 
shown and students named it. A 
student opened his socks and played 
with them, he distracted his friends. His 
friend tried to grab the socks and 
laughed. The teacher reminded them 
by uttering, ’sshhh...”

Teacher told a story with the theme is 
fruit and food in Bahasa. All students 
paid their attention to the story. She 
ended the story by telling the moral 
lesson “if you did good deed Allah will 
help you”. She told the students that 
they would learn how to count. She 
asked the student not to play since she 

Children tend to 
forget things 
quickly (Paul, 
2003).

T2 sees the 
disadvantage 
condition, she 
switch the activity 
to sing

T2 tries to return 
the focus on the 
core activity.

It is quite difficult 
for children to sit 
cross-legged and 
made no move.

This student shows 
his capacity of 
humor by trying to 
make fun with his 
socks.

Students love 
being told the 
stories in 
accordance with 
their cognitive 
development
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08.11

08.14

08.16

08.20

08.22

found out that the students who sat at 
the back looked restless.

T2 introduced “how many”, the 
students said “berapa banyak”. The 
girls were quiet and looked at her 
when she gave examples. Some boys 
started to play with their peers. 

T2 noticed the disorder, she said let’s 
make a group based on fruit’s name, 
orange, banana, pineapple. 

She asked “Where is apple?’ the 
students must respond “here, I am, 
here I am”. 
She changed the tone of the sentence 
into song. She sang and the students 
responded it in crowded. Some 
students did not respond because they 
forget their name of group, but later on 
they engage in the song immensely. 
She continued the lesson by showing a 
copied paper where later the students 
have to create pictures and colored 
them.

The students began make noise. The 
teacher asked “yang ngobrol siapa? 
Students said in chorus “sidakep bari 
balem” and they sat still. She pointed 
what number 1 meant and what color 
it needed. She asked the students 
whether they understood. The students 
said yes. She further asked the students 
to take their crayon in provided locker. 
She gave each students copied paper 
where students had to draw pictures 
and colored them based on the 
instruction given.

A row was called and given the 
copied papers and they straight asked 

The students tries 
very hard to 
connect “how 
many” concept 
with their 
understanding on 
numbers.

T2 switch the 
activity to gain 
students’ focus.

Students show that 
they can follow 
sequence of 
instruction by 
imitating their 
peers.

The concentration 
meets its limit, the 
students show it by 
talking to their 
peers.

T2 invites the 
concentration 
back by involving 
physical activity 
like coloring.

The students seem 
to repeat the 
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08.25

08.28

08.36

08.44

08.52

to take crayon and sat on their chair. 
The students stood up, got close to 
their locker and took the crayon, sat on 
their own chair.
Then another row was called, did the 
same procedure. Finally no row was 
left; the students sat on the chair and 
laid their copied paper near their 
crayon box. The students looked 
confused what to do.

The teacher informed that she would 
stick the pictures on the white board. 
The students did not start to draw nor 
color in their copied paper, they were 
confused. Some students complained 
they did not have certain color. The 
teacher suggested that they could 
borrow them from their friends.

Some students started drawing an 
apple in the box provided and colored 
it. But some others walked and looked 
what their friends had done with the 
picture. They talked to their peers and 
tried to draw. 

Teacher moved around the class to 
see whether the students know what to 
do and she gave some clue if the 
students did not understand. 

Some students finished their works and 
gave them to the teacher. Some 
students gave their friend visit and 
began talking in Bahasa. The teacher 
informed that they have 10 minutes to 
finish drawing and coloring. 

The teacher allowed the students who 
had finished drawing to read a story 
provided in the locker. Some students 
picked the story book they liked and 
sat on the carpet, reading. 

same activity (sit 
on the floor-take 
crayon-move to 
the chair). They 
show their 
automaticity in 
picking chairs. 

The children 
demonstrate 
muscle control 
when they draw

T2 give scaffolding 
to all the learners.

Some students 
show they 
coordinate their 
fine motor skill well.

Students love the 
cognitive 
challenged 
activity like 
reading
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08.55 The students were asked to return to 
their desk, put the story book back and 
told the class was over. The students 
complained that they still wanted to 
read the book.

Show positive 
mood on reading

Observation 3
Tuesday, April 5th, 2011  SD Kristen Kabar Baik Year 3
Topic: Date and Day
Teacher 1 (T1)
Time Captured Activities Analyses 
09.33

09.36

09.42

09.50

The teacher greeted the students. She 
then asked the students to say the lyric 
of “if you happy and you know it, clap 
your hands”. The students seemed as if 
they had forgotten the song, but they 
followed their teacher pronouncing the 
song slowly. Then they sang together.

The teacher gestured and mimicked 
feelings to take the students to the last 
lesson they got last week. She asked 
the students to repeat what she said, 
and asked the students to guess what 
feeling she was talking about. She 
returned the students’ homework and 
announced the mark they got.

The teacher wrote the name of days of 
a week and name of months in a year 
on the white board. Most of the boys 
played around and leaved their chairs.

The teacher asked the students to sit 
down and asked the students to spell 
the initial letter of the days. Most of 
students could spell the letter. Then she 
asked one student to spell the letter. 
She continued by asking the students 
to spell the initial letter of months. The 

Children tend to 
forget things 
quickly.

Students show that 
they understand 
the concept of 
emotion.

Children have 
abundant of 
energy.

Students develop 
the L2 literacy in 
accordance with 
their cognitive 
development.

Students tries to 
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10.00

10.04

10.07

10.15

10.20

students tried to pronounce the days 
and months. The students repeat how 
to say day /déy’/ not /day/ in Sunday, 
Monday and all the rest of the day. 

Continued pronouncing name of 
months. The students pronounced 
/agus/ for August. The teacher 
corrected it. Some students began to 
loose their interest they leaved their 
chair and walked.

The teacher informed that in 5 minutes 
the students have to write the name of 
the days and months without looking at 
any source. She asked the students to 
read the names of the months before 
they write.

T1 pointed some students and asked 
them to utter the days and months. 
Mistakes still be heard, the teacher 
corrected it directly. Then she called 
out some students names and asked 
them to say the name of the months.

The teacher told how to put number 
combined with the day and month like 
1st, 2nd. 3rd, 4th, and asked to use similar 
pattern when it is 21, 22 and so forth. A 
student described to his friend that “th” 
in 4th means year (tahun), but he said 
that he did not know st, nd, and rd 
mean.

The teacher gave example 21 become 
21st, and asked students to read 23, 
and other numbers. She asked the 
students to open page 87. And called 
‘J’ to focus and open the page. “J” 

pronounce based 
on their guessing. 
Cognitively this 
show positive 
attitude on 
learning.

Students show 
they are physically 
active.

T1 give wide 
variety of learning 
activity.

T1 gives 
scaffolding the
By correcting 
mistake 
immediately.

Student shows 
curiosity on 
knowing and 
guessing what he 
is being learned.

‘J’ is easily to loose 
his positive mood 
on learning. He 
tries to find activity 
that interests him.
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10. 24

10.27

10.31

seemed to be very difficult to sit still. 
And he sat after the teacher asked him 
to. Then, the teacher asked all the 
students to memorize how to write the 
days and months. 

As page opened, the teacher asked 
the students to listen and circle 
Thursday as no.1. Saturday was no.2. 
no. 3 Monday. She said no.4. One 
student said ‘everyday’, she 
commented “listening time, use your 
ear, shut your mouth.” She continued 
till no.10.

Teacher asked the students to listen 
and write. No.1 she asked whether the 
students remember Monday. The 
students tried to write it down. No 2 
August. One student asked “ nulisnya 
ke samping atau ke bawah?” (he did 
not understand where the number go, 
as the number given in two rows). The 
teacher continued to No. 3-July. No.4; 
no 5. The teacher moved and got 
close to a student. She found out that 
the students put the answers in the 
wrong boxes; almost half of the 
students did the same thing. She said 
“five students wrote the answer in the 
wrong boxes”.

The teacher announced that all of the 
answers should be erased. She showed 
the students where to put the answer 
on each row. The students erased. She 
gave an example how to do writing as 
their answer. She said no.1, she asked 
students to see no.1. Then she jumped 
into no.6; no. 3; no.8; no. 2; no.5, and 
no.4.  She dictated and walked around 
the class to check whether the 
students did as she said. Now the 
students did as she asked for.  And she 
asked the students to collect their work.

T1 switches the 
activity that 
involve physical 
involvement so 
that students are 
enable to use their 
energy.

T1 involved 
students in both 
listening and 
writing activities to 
recognize the 
pattern of the 
month.

Students’ 
confusion lead to 
chaotic exercise 
and demand a 
repeated-
exercise, students’ 
cognitively assess 
the exercise. 

Students can 
follow almost 
complex activities.
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10.37

10.38

10.43

10.48

11.03

Suddenly the door opened, and 
students from year 2 came inside 
shaking teacher’s hands.

She asked the students to write down 
the days and months on their note 
book. She asked to start the note by 
writing: there are seven days in a week, 
they are:….. The students murmured 
“Monday, Friday”. Then she asked to 
write: there are……. (how many 
months in a year? She asked, a student 
respond duabelas, the teacher what 
dua belas in English? Twelve) she wrote 
12 months in a year. She reminded the 
students to write capital letter, or she 
considered it wrong. Some students 
stood up, walked and then returned to 
their chair to start writing. 

All of the students wrote days and 
months. One student came to collect 
his work in less than two minutes. The 
teacher asked the boy to write the 
initial sentence. Then one by one the 
students collected their works. There
was a student who walked here and 
there, while he has not written yet. 

Most of the students had finished 
writing. She started checking the 
student’s work. The teacher called “J” 
to finish his work. The students asked 
what to learn for the mid-test.  The 
teacher explained all the materials 
they had learned so far. She wrote on 
the white board the material for mid-
test. “J’ was asked whether he had 
finished his writing. 

The teacher announced the mistakes 
the students made and returned the 
book after she announced the mark. 

Students’ bound 
with teacher 
existence

Students’ use their 
L1 to show they 
understood the 
teaching material. 

Writing activity 
causes the 
students start to 
loose their focus.

Students’ showed 
their effort to finish 
the task on time, 
meanwhile for one 
who did not know 
what to do, he 
tried to get 
attention by 
leaving his desk.

It seemed that “J” 
could not stand 
on an activity. He 
would leave his 
desk and 
disturbed his 
peers.

Students’ still have 
good mood since 
the activity 
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She informed the students that the mid 
test would cover Preposition too.   

change any time 
it makes the 
learners bored. 

Research Instrument

Interview Questions
1. Apakah Ibu guru mata pelajaran atau guru kelas?
2. Apakah Ibu suka mengajar anak-anak?
3. Bahan ajar apa yang Ibu berikan?
4. Apa pendapat Ibu mengenai sikap anak-anak ketika 

belajar di kelas?
5. Apakah Ibu membuat Rencana Pengajaran sebelum 

melakukan tatap muka di kelas?
6. Menurut Ibu apa suka duka mengajar anak-anak?
7. Apa tindakan yang Ibu lakukan ketika Ibu mengetahui 

anak-anak mulai bosan dengan kegiatan yang sedang 
dilakukan?

8. Apa pendpat Ibu mengenai anak-anak yang Ibu 
bombing?

9. Bagaimana cara Ibu melakukan penilaian?
10.Kegiatan apa yang menurut Ibu efektif jika diberikan pada 

anak-anak?


